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Abstract— We introduce SE3-NETS which are deep neural
networks designed to model and learn rigid body motion from
raw point cloud data. Based only on sequences of depth images
along with action vectors and point wise data associations,
SE3-NETS learn to segment effected object parts and predict
their motion resulting from the applied force. Rather than
learning point wise flow vectors, SE3-NETS predict SE(3)
transformations for different parts of the scene. Using simulated
depth data of a table top scene and a robot manipulator, we
show that the structure underlying SE3-NETS enables them to
generate a far more consistent prediction of object motion than
traditional flow based networks. Additional experiments with
a depth camera observing a Baxter robot pushing objects on a
table show that SE3-NETS also work well on real data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to predict how an environment changes based
on forces applied to it is fundamental for a robot to achieve
specific goals. For instance, in order to arrange objects on
a table into a desired configuration, a robot has to be able
to reason about where and how to push individual objects,
which requires some understanding of physical quantities
such as object boundaries, mass, surface friction, and their
relationship to forces. A standard approach in robot control
is to use a physical model of the environment and perform
optimal control to find a policy that leads to the goal state.
For instance, extensive work utilizing the MuJoCo physics
engine [1] has shown how strong physics models can enable
solutions to control problems in complex and contact-rich
environments [2]. A shortcoming of such models is, however,
that they rely on very accurate estimates of the state of the
system [3]. Unfortunately, estimating values such as the mass
distribution and surface friction of an object using visual
information and force feedback is extremely difficult. This is
one of the main reasons why humans are still far better than
robots at performing even simple tasks such as pushing an
arbitrary object along a desired trajectory. Humans achieve
this even though their control policies are informed only by
approximate, intuitive notions of physics [4], [5]. Research
has shown that humans learn these mental models from a
young age, potentially by observing the effect of actions on
the physical world [6].
In this work, we explore the use of deep learning to model
this concept of "physical intuition", learning a model that
predicts changes to the environment based on specific actions.
Here, we focus on modeling the motion of systems of rigid
bodies, such as predicting how an object on a table moves
when being pushed by a robot manipulator. Importantly,
we want to learn predictive models from sequences of raw
3D point clouds observed with a depth camera along with
continuous action vectors (such as the velocities or torques
applied to a robot’s joints). Supervision for learning is only
provided via point-wise associations between consecutive
point clouds, no higher level information such as object
segmentation is provided to the learner. While a standard
deep network architecture can be trained on such data to
predict the 3D motion of individual observed points, such a
vanilla network architecture is not able to learn and represent
an explicit notion of objects and their motion, which is very
useful for control tasks and for higher-level reasoning.
To overcome this limitation, we introduce SE3-NETS,
which learn to segment a scene into "salient" objects and
predict the motion of these objects under the effect of applied
actions. SE3-NETS represent motion in the environment as a
set of SE(3) transforms1, which are widely used in robotics,
computer vision, and graphics to model rigid body motion.
Key to SE3-NETS is the notion of disentangling the motion of
the objects (the What?) from their location in the environment
(the Where?). SE3-NETS do this by explicitly predicting a
set of "k" SE(3) transforms to encode the motion, and "k"
dense pointwise masks that specify the contribution of each
SE(3) towards a 3D point. Finally, the network combines the
SE(3)s, their masks, and the 3D input through a differentiable
transform layer that blends the motions to produce a predicted
output point cloud.
In the absence of any constraints, SE3-NETS can represent
an arbitrary per-point 3D motion. To bias the network to
model rigid motion, we adapt a weight sharpening technique
used in [7] and show that this results in a segmentation of
the environment into distinct objects along with their rigid
motion. We show results on three simulated scenarios where
our system predicts the motion of a varying number of rigid
objects under the effect of applied forces, and a robot arm
with four actuated joints. We present experiments testing
different parts of our network and show results highlighting
the robustness of SE3-NETS to different types of noise,
similar to those found in real world data. We also show
the capability of SE3-NETS to operate on real world data
collected using the Baxter robot pushing objects on a table.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We
introduce SE3-NETS, a deep neural network architecture that
models scene dynamics by segmenting the scene into distinct
objects and jointly predicting their rigid body (SE(3)) motion.
1SE(3) refers to the Special Euclidean Group representing 3D rotations
and translations: {R, t|R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R3}
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We show that SE3-NETS can learn to do this solely based
on sequences of control, raw depth camera data and point-
wise associations, without the need for explicit segmentation
information in the training data. We also provide substantial
experimental evidence that SE3-NETS outperform standard
deep learning baselines, and can be applied to real robot data.
This paper is organized as follows. After discussing related
work, we introduce SE3-NETS in Section III, followed by
experimental evaluation and discussion.
II. RELATED WORK
Robotics: As mentioned before, many optimal control
techniques require a "dynamics" model that predicts the
effect of actions on the state of the system [8]. Early work
on learning dynamics models from data focused on low-
dimensional state and control representations [9]. More recent
work has looked at learning forward rigid-body dynamics
models assuming tracking information is available [10]. In
contrast to these methods, Boots et al. [11] learn a model
using Predictive State Representations to predict raw depth
images given a history of prior images and control. There
is also a large body of work investigating how robots can
interact with objects for manipulation or object exploration
tasks, as summarized in a recent survey [12]. The focus
of this area, however, is not on learning predictive motion
models from raw data, as we present in this paper. Recently,
deep models have been used for learning dynamics models
in robotics and reinforcement learning, by mapping raw pixel
images to low-dimensional (latent) encodings on top of which
standard optimal control methods are applied [13], [14]. In
a similar flavor, SE3-NETS explicitly model the dynamics
of the scene as rigid body motion of salient objects, jointly
learning object segmentation and motion prediction.
Physics prediction: Recent work in deep learning has
looked at the problem of predicting the stability of stacked
blocks [15], ball motion [16], and object dynamics in images
[17]. In particular, work by Agrawal et al. [18] and Finn
et al. [19] are closely related, both focusing on modeling
the effect of robot actions on a scene, albeit using RGB
images. Unlike [18], we explicitly predict a dense point
cloud through our forward model, encoding the motion using
SE(3) transforms and masks. Similar to [19], we composite
motion using predicted masks with two main differences:
we use SE(3) transforms in 3D to capture complex out of
plane motions and our masks are sharpened to enforce the
rigid-body assumption while improving prediction accuracy.
Predicting 3D rotation: Related work in the computer
vision literature has looked at the problem of predicting 3D
motion, primarily rotation between pairs of images [20], [21].
Differing from most of this work, we operate on 3D data,
incorporate continuous actions, and explicitly predict rigid
body motion and object masks. Independently in parallel to
our work, Handa et al. [22] proposed deep models using rigid
body transforms for depth image registration and alignment,
but do not model object motion or the effect of actions.
Attentional models and disentangling representations:
A related line of work to ours is the idea of attentional mech-
anisms [23], [24] which focus on parts of the environment
related to task performance and the concept of disentangling
representations [20], [21], which aim to separate variations in
the environment. Our model has a differentiable, dense, point-
wise attender that learns to focus on parts of the environment
where motion occurs, using these cues to segment objects.
Also central to our model is the idea of disentangling the
motion of the object from its location. Finally, our model is
related to the Spatial Transformer network [25], though we
model the effect of actions, use dense attention and restrict
ourselves to SE(3) transformations.
III. SE3-NETS
Given a 3D point cloud (X) from a depth sensor and an n-
dimensional continuous action u as input, SE3-NETS model
the scene dynamics as rigid body motions of the constituent
objects to generate a transformed point cloud Y :
Y = f(X,u) | f := {Ri, ti,Mi}, i = 1 . . . k (1)
In essence, SE3-NETS decompose the scene into k rigid
objects, predicting per object a mask M that attends to parts
of the scene containing the object and a rigid body transform
[R, t] ∈ SE(3) that quantifies the object’s motion. Note
that in our setting, k is a pre-specified network parameter
that limits the number of distinctly moving objects or parts
(including background which has no motion).
Fig.1 shows the general architecture of SE3-NETS . There
are three major components: an encoder that generates a joint
latent state given the input point cloud X and the control u, a
decoder that predicts the object masks with the corresponding
transforms and a final transformation layer that generates the
transformed point cloud Y .
A. Encoder
The encoder has two parts: a convolutional encoder which
generates a latent state from the point cloud X (represented
as a 3-channel image) and a fully connected network that
encodes the control vector u. We adopt a late fusion
architecture and concatenate the outputs of these two parts
to produce the final encoding, which is used by the decoder
for further predictions.
B. Decoder
The decoder decomposes the motion prediction problem
into two sub-problems: identifying and grouping together
points that move together (we call this grouping an "object"
or a "motion-class") and subsequently predicting the SE(3)
transformation parameters that quantify the object’s motion.
Predicting motion masks: The mask decoder attends to
parts of the scene that exhibit motion, grouping points that
move together to form objects. As an example, all points
belonging to a rigid object can be grouped together as they
move with it. Presupposing that the scene has k distinctly
moving objects, we can formulate this as a k-class labeling
problem where each input point can belong to one of the
k motion-classes. Unfortunately, this formulation is non-
differentiable due to the discreteness of the labeling. Instead,
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Fig. 1: SE3-NET architecture. Input is a 3D point cloud and an n-dimensional action vector (bold-italics), both of which are encoded and
concatenated to a joint feature vector (CAT). The decoder uses this encoding to predict "k" object masks M and "k" SE(3) transforms
which are used to transform the input cloud via the "Transform layer" to generate the output. Mask weights are sharpened and normalized
before use for prediction. Conv = Convolution, FC = Fully Connected, Deconv = Deconvolution, CAT = Concatenation
we relax it to allow each point to belong to multiple motion
classes, quantified by a per-point probability distribution M j
over the k motion-classes:
M j = {m1j ,m2j , . . . ,mkj} |
k∑
i=1
mij = 1; (2)
allowing each point j to smoothly interpolate between
multiple motions.
We use a de-convolutional architecture to compute the
dense object masks, generating k masks (represented as a
k-channel image) at the input resolution. Following recent
work [26], we use a skip-add architecture wherein we add
the convolutional layer outputs to the de-convolutional layer
inputs. This gives us sharper reconstructions of object shapes
and contours, improving overall performance.
Predicting rigid transforms: As mentioned before, we
represent motion in the environment using 3D rigid body
transforms. A 3D rigid body transform [R, t] ∈ SE(3) can be
specified by a rotation R ∈ SO(3) and a translation t ∈ R3.
A 3D point x affected by this transformation moves to:
x′ = Rx+ t (3)
We represent rotations using a 3-parameter axis-angle trans-
form a ∈ R3, with ||a||2 = θ, the magnitude of rotation.
The SE(3) decoder predicts k SE(3) transforms, one for
each of the k motion-classes (including background). We use
a fully connected network to predict these transforms.
C. Transform layer
Given the predicted SE(3) transforms and masks, the
transform layer produces a blended output point cloud from
the input points:
yj =
k∑
i=1
mij (Rixj + ti) (4)
where yj is the 3D output point corresponding to input point
xj . Eqn. 4 computes a convex combination of the transformed
input points, transformed by each of the k SE(3) transforms
with weights given by the object mask. As a consequence of
our relaxation for the mask (Eqn. 2), the effective transform
on a given point is generally not in SE(3) as Eqn. 4 blends
in 3D space rather than in the space of SE(3) transforms. On
the other hand, we now have the flexibility to represent both
rigid and non-rigid motions through a combination of the
transforms and the oject masks. Additionally, we avoid the
potential singularities that can arise from blending in SE(3)
space. In spite of the advantages, using the current framework
to model rigid motion without any explicit regularization can
lead to over-fitting and blurry predictions. To avoid this, we
encourage the network to predict rigid motions through a
form of regularization on the object mask.
Enforcing Rigidity: A simple way to restrict the network
to predict rigid motions is to force the per-point mask
probability vector M j to make a binary decision over the
k predicted transforms instead of blending. As mentioned
before, a naive formulation can lead to non-differentiability.
Instead, we smoothly encourage the mask weights towards a
binary decision using a form of weight sharpening [7]:
∀i = 1 . . . k, mij ′ = (mij + )γ ;  ∼ N (0, σ2)
mij
′′ =
mij
′∑
kmkj
′ (5)
where the noise  is sampled from a Gaussian, γ, σ are
proportional to the training epoch. In practice, the combination
of the noise and growing exponent forces the network to push
its decisions apart, resulting in nearly binary distributions at
the end of training. Finally, at test time, the network segments
the input point cloud X into k distinct objects, predicts their
motion and applies a rigid transform to each input point
(Eqn. 4), to generate the transformed output point cloud Y .
IV. EVALUATION
We evaluate SE3-NETS on how well they predict motion on
multiple simulated tasks using the Gazebo physics simulator
and real world data collected using a Baxter robot poking
at objects on a table. We first present results on simulated
data, followed by tests on the robustness of the network to
different types of noise and hyper-parameter choices and
finally discuss results on real world data.
A. Simulated data collection
We set up four simulated tasks using the Gazebo physics
simulator, consisting of scenes where a fixed camera looks at
rigid bodies moving under the effect of applied forces. In all
our settings, the network takes a 3D point cloud (240×320
resolution), and an n dimensional continuous control vector
as input and predicts the resulting point cloud 0.15 seconds
in the future. We assume that the control is held fixed for
this duration. We detail the data collection next.
Single Box: This dataset has 9000 random scenes where
a ball collides with a box placed at a random position on a
table. In each scene, we place the ball at a random location in
front of the box and continuously apply a randomly chosen
constant force to the ball, directing it to collide with the box.
For a given scene, we run the simulation for one second,
record data and discard frames where the box falls off the
table. Across scenes, we vary the start pose of the objects and
the applied force while keeping the objects’ size and mass
constant. We also vary the table size to introduce background
variations. Across all scenes, we have a total of ~170,000
examples (each example consists of an input control and input
& target point clouds). The control vector u is 10-dimensional,
consisting of the ball pose (position & quaternion) and the
applied force (n = 10). We add the ball’s orientation to the
control to model cases where the ball undergoes spin.
Multiple Boxes: To test the generalization of the system
to different object sizes, masses and number of objects, we
generated a second dataset that varies all three at random.
Each scene has anywhere from 1-3 objects of varied sizes and
proportional mass, where the ball collides with a randomly
chosen box. We only consider examples where a single box
and the ball are in collision and discard those that involve
multiple collisions as it is hard for the system to model such
motion without any temporal information. This dataset has
~12,000 different scenes, with a total of ~210,000 examples.
The controls are represented the same as the Single Box
dataset (n = 10).
Baxter: Our third dataset consists of sequences of depth
images looking at a Baxter robot being controlled to move
its right arm randomly. In each scene, we apply a constant,
randomly chosen velocity to 1-4 randomly chosen joints on
the robot’s right arm. Each scene lasts for one second, after
which we bring the arm to a rest. We randomly reset the pose
of the arm once every 20 scenes. In total, this dataset has
~11,000 scenes with ~220,000 examples. The controls for this
task are the commanded joint velocities, a 14-dimensional
vector in which 1-4 values are non-zero (n = 14).
Household Objects: The final simulated dataset tests the
generalization of the system to irregular object shapes. We
use 11 household objects from the LineMOD dataset [27].
Each scene has 1-4 objects randomly placed on a table, with
the ball colliding against a randomly chosen object. In total,
we have 10,000 random scenes with ~200,000 examples. The
controls are similar to the box datasets (n = 10). This dataset
is particularly challenging as it has significant amounts of
toppling and fast rotations due to the objects’ irregular shapes.
B. Training
We implemented our system using the deep learning
package Torch [28]. We trained our networks using the
ADAM optimization method [29] along with Google’s Batch
Normalization technique [30] to speed up training. At the start
of training, we initialize the layer predicting SE(3) transforms
to predict the identity transform which we found to improve
convergence. We initially set the weight sharpening penalty
to zero and slowly ramp up the noise parameter σ and the
exponent γ till they reach a preset maximum. The number of
objects k is chosen apriori: k = 5 for the Baxter dataset (4
joints + background) and k = 3 for all other datasets (ball +
object + background).
Comparison: We train three variants of SE3-NETS and
compare against two baseline networks that predict 3D scene
flow as well as a baseline that always predicts zero motion:
• Ours: SE3-NET from Fig. 1, with ~1.4 million
parameters.
• Ours (Large): Bigger version of the SE3-NET with
5-Conv/Deconv layers and ~6x as many parameters.
• No Penalty: SE3-NET without any weight sharpening
to enforce binarization of the object masks.
• Flow: Network trained to predict dense 3D optical flow
directly using a Conv/Deconv architecture similar to the
original SE3-NET, but without the SE(3) prediction
module and the transform layer.
• Flow (Large): Bigger version of the flow network with
5-Conv/Deconv layers and ~8x as many parameters as
the original SE3-NET.
• No Motion: Baseline that always predicts zero motion.
Both the small networks use strided convolution with no
pooling, while the large networks use max pooling instead of
striding. All networks use the Parametric-ReLU non-linearity.
We trained the networks for 50k iterations on the single
box and Baxter datasets and for 75k iterations on the other
two datasets with a 70:30 train/test split. Depending on the
network size, training takes anywhere between a few hours
to half a day on an NVIDIA Titan X GPU.
Training targets: Given an input point cloud X and
control u, SE3-NETS predict the output point cloud Y by
transforming the input points (Eqn. 4). We would like these
predictions to match the ground truth targets Y ′, which specify
the true position of our input points at a future time. In order to
compute these targets though, we need to track and associate
a given input point xj across multiple depth images. In this
work, we assume that these associations are given to us at
training time, either by the physics simulator or an object
tracker (in case of real data). We discuss ways to overcome
this assumption later in Sec. V.
Evaluation Metric: We report Mean Squared Error (MSE)
between the predicted 3D scene flow (computed as the
difference between the input and the predicted point clouds)
and ground truth, averaged across points with non-zero ground
truth flow. This metric takes into account errors in both the
mask and SE(3) predictions, and is also the loss function
used to train the flow networks.
Fig. 2: Prediction results for three simulated datasets. All images (except first column on the left) were rendered by projecting the predicted
3D point cloud to 2D using the camera parameters and rounded off to the nearest pixel without any interpolation. (From left to right)
Input point cloud with the ball highlighted in red and applied force shown in green; ground truth; predictions generated by the different
networks. 3D point clouds for the flow networks were computed by adding the predicted flow to the input. The black regions in the images
correspond to parts that were occluded in the input and later became visible due to the objects’ motion (none of the networks can fill in
missing data). Image best viewed in high resolution. For a better understanding of the results, please refer to the supplementary video.
Task Ours Ours (Large) No Penalty Flow Flow (Large) No Motion
Single Box 3.73 1.65 ± 0.17 4.39 10.1 2.48 ± 0.22 23.24
Multiple Boxes 3.22 1.29 ± 0.14 2.83 6.2 1.69 ± 0.17 21.84
Baxter 0.074 0.057 ± 0.002 0.074 0.11 0.063 ± 0.001 0.33
TABLE I: Average per-point flow MSE (cm) across tasks and networks. Our (Large) network achieves the best flow error compared
to baselines even though it is not directly trained to predict flow. "No Motion" results quantify the average magnitude of motion in the
datasets (>20 cm for box datasets, < 1 cm for Baxter datasets).
Fig. 3: Multi-step prediction results obtained by feeding back the output of the network as the input for four consecutive times. Ground
truth is reset at the end of each frame.
Fig. 4: Two results from the "Household Objects" dataset, showing topping and sliding motion. Our network segments the objects correctly
and predicts consistent motion leading to sharp images while the flow baseline smears the object across the image. Ball highlighted in red.
Task
Depth Noise (SD = Noise standard deviation) Data Association Noise
SD = 0.75 cm SD = 1.5cm, No depth scaling 9×9, threshold = ±10cm 15×15, threshold = ±20 cm
Ours (Large) Flow (Large) Ours (Large) Flow(Large) Ours (Large) Flow (Large) Ours(Large) Flow (Large)
Single Box 2.61 6.87 2.70 4.31 1.79 3.15 2.80 5.32
Multiple Boxes 1.95 6.10 3.56 4.42 1.05 1.95 2.48 4.26
Baxter 0.073 0.066 0.44 0.63 0.10 0.15 0.30 0.43
TABLE II: Average per-point flow MSE (cm) for networks trained with noise added to depth (left four columns) and data associations
(right four columns). Our networks’ performance degrades gracefully with increasing noise as compared to large errors for the flow baseline.
C. Results on simulated data
Table I reports test results on the first three simulated
datasets. Our networks significantly outperform their counter-
part small and large flow networks on all tasks. We also
did a 5-fold cross validation for the large networks and
found that our improvements over the flow baselines are
statistically significant. Our networks also achieve a large
reduction in prediction error compared to the zero motion
baseline (Table I, last column), even for very large motions (>
20cm per point). In practice, we’ve seen similar performance
on shorter horizons (0.06 sec) with smaller, subtle motions.
Fig. 2 shows some representative predictions made by the
networks on three simulated datasets. These results highlight
yet another advantage of our approach as compared to a
naive flow baseline - the consistency and sharpness of our
predictions. By segmenting the scene into distinct objects
(Fig. 5) and predicting individual SE(3) transforms, our
network ensures that points which belong to an object rigidly
move together in an interpretable manner. This results in
a sharp prediction with very little noise, as compared to
the flow networks which do not have any such constraints.
With increasing layer depth, the flow networks can somewhat
compensate for this, but there is still a significant amount of
noise in the predictions resulting in smearing across the canvas
(Fig. 2). Surprisingly, we noticed that the flow networks
perform quite poorly on examples where only a few points
move such as when just the ball moves in the scene while our
networks are able to predict the ball’s motion quite accurately.
We also present mask predictions made by our networks
in Fig. 5. The colors indicate that the masks predicted by
our networks for the box datasets are near binary (we render
the 3-channel masks directly as RGB images). Our network
successfully segments the ball and box as distinct objects
without any explicit supervision. In practice, we found that
it is crucial to give the network examples where the ball
moves independently as this provides implicit knowledge that
the ball and the box are distinct objects. In cases where the
training examples always have the ball in contact with the
box, the network had a hard time separating the objects, often
masking them out together. For the Baxter dataset, depending
on the motion, our network usually segments the arm into
2-3 distinct parts (Fig. 5), often with a split at the elbow.
In comparison, the "No Penalty" SE3-NET rarely predicts
binary masks, often blending across different SE(3)s (right-
most column, Fig. 5). While this leads to some overfit on
datasets with large motion such as the Single Box dataset (4.4
cm MSE compared to 3.7 cm for the small SE3-NET)˜, it still
performs quite well on the other datasets. Interestingly, the
"No Penalty" networks significantly outperform the smaller
flow networks, hinting that our mask/SE(3) decomposition
structure (even without the rigidity penalty) better models the
underlying problem structure for dense motion prediction.
Fig. 4 shows two representative results from testing on the
household objects dataset where the network has to deal with
complex shaped objects, some with holes. As it is clear, the
network can model the dynamics of these objects well, with
the resulting predictions being significantly sharper compared
to the large flow network, which does very poorly. We have
also seen that our network is able to gracefully handle cases
where objects topple or undergo large motions.
Finally, we test the consistency of our network in modeling
sequential data by allowing the network to predict scene
dynamics multiple steps in the future. Fig. 3 shows these
results for a Baxter sequence where we feed the network’s
predictions back in as input and fix the control vector for 5
steps into the future. We compare against ground truth and
see that our predictions remain consistent across time without
significant noise addition. In comparison, the predictions
from the large flow network degrade over time as the noise
cascades. To get a better understanding of our results, we
encourage the readers to look at the supplementary video
where we show prediction results for many sequences.
D. Robustness
We perform three additional experiments to test the
robustness of our networks to hyper-parameter choices and
noisy data. Sensitivity to number of objects: In all prior
experiments, we have chosen the number of predicted SE(3)s
(k) apriori with our knowledge of the datasets. To test the
sensitivity of our algorithm to this parameter, we trained our
networks setting k to a large number (k = 8 for the Baxter
dataset and k = 6 for the rest). In most cases, we found that
the network automatically segments the scene into the correct
number of objects, with the remaining mask channels assigned
to identity. We also saw little to no performance drop in these
experiments. Robustness to depth noise: To test whether
our network is capable of handling the types of noise seen in
real depth sensors, we trained networks under two types of
depth noise: First, we added gaussian noise with a standard
deviation (SD) of 0.75 cm, and scaled the noise by the depth
(farther points get more noise) as is common in commodity
depth sensors. Second, we increased the noise SD to 1.5cm
without scaling by the depth. Table II shows the performance
of the two large networks under both types of noise: while
our performance degrades, we significantly outperform the
baseline flow network. Additionally, our network is still
able to segment the objects properly in most of our tests.
Robustness to noise in data association: We test how well
our networks respond to uncertainty in data association by
Fig. 5: Object masks predicted by our networks. Box masks (k=3) are rendered directly as RGB images while Baxter masks (k=5) are
colored based on an arg-max operation across the k-mask channels. SE3-NET predictions (middle two columns) are near-binary as seen
by the distinct coloring for each distinctly moving object (eg: blue for the box, red for the ball). No Penalty masks (right column) have
mixed coloring across the scene (eg: indigo for the box), indicating that the masks are not binary. Image best viewed in color.
allowing spurious ground-truth associations when computing
our training targets. We allow each point to be randomly
associated to any other point in a m×m window around it,
as long as their depth differences are no larger than a threshold.
We train in two increasingly noisy settings: associating in a
9× 9 window with a threshold of ±10 cm and in a 15× 15
window with a threshold of ± 20 cm. Table II shows the
results of these tests. Our network strongly outperforms the
flow baseline, with errors almost half of the flow baseline.
While this test does not simulate a systematic association
bias, it still shows that our network is robust to uncertain
associations. We believe that the strong structural constraints
inherent in our network allow it to average over noise, leading
to robust predictions even in highly noisy settings.
E. Results on real data
Finally, we present results from a preliminary evaluation
of SE3-NETS on real world data obtained with the Baxter
robot interacting with three objects in a tabletop scene (a
cheezeit box, mustard bottle and pringles can), poking them
with a stick attached to it’s end-effector. At the start of each
poking action, we randomly place a single object on the
table. Similar to [31], we choose a random direction to poke
in, while keeping the end-effector level and at a constant
orientation. Each poking action lasts around 5-7 seconds
during which we record point clouds from a depth camera
mounted on the torso of the robot along with joint encoder
data. As a preliminary effort, we collected 67 poke actions
with mostly sliding and rotational object motion for a total
of 7700 examples. We use the DART motion tracker [32] to
generate ground truth data associations for training.
We trained the small SE3-NET and flow networks to predict
a frame 0.27 seconds in the future to allow for large motions.
We use the commanded joint angles and velocities as the
control (n = 14). Due to the limited quantity of data, we
make a modification to speed up training: we provide the
SE3-NET with the ground truth mask of the robot arm. While
this makes the problem easier, the network still has to segment
the object and jointly predict the arm and the object’s motion.
Fig. 6 shows a representative sequence from testing on a
held out set of pokes - we cascade our predictions forward for
more than one second. While the errors increase over time,
our network is able to segment and predict consistent motion
for the object and the arm. In comparison, the flow network
performs very poorly (though it does have a harder problem
as the ground truth arm label is not fed to it). Once again,
we suggest the reader to look at the supplementary video for
more results. Overall, we believe that this is a strong proof
of concept showing: 1) we can easily generate training data
needed for our networks and 2) SE3-NETS are able to learn
scene dynamics from limited real world data. In the future,
we plan to collect more data and train larger networks to
handle complicated dynamics such as toppling and falling.
V. DISCUSSION
Learning “intuitive” models of the physical world from
raw data is a promising alternative to explicitly designed
physics-based models. This is due to the fact that models
learned from data are tightly coupled to perception and thus
well suited for closed-loop control. Toward this long term
goal, we introduced SE3-NETS, a deep learning model that
predicts changes in an environment based on applied actions,
parameterized as a series of rigid transforms applied to 3D
points in the environment. SE3-NETS selectively learn to
focus on parts of the scene where motion occurs, segmenting
the scene into objects and predicting SE(3) motions for each
distinct object. We showed that this separation works well in
practice and results in strong performance on four simulated
and one real robot task with multiple rigid bodies in motion.
SE3-NETS are able to generalize across different scenes and
produce results that are very consistent with the observed
rigid motion, as compared to traditional flow networks.
There are several promising directions for future work.
First, while our experiments indicate that SE3-NETS can
learn predictive models from real data, we are confident that a
larger data collection effort would enable us to train networks
that generalize across many types of objects and scenes. A
Fig. 6: Multi-step prediction results on real world data collected by poking objects with the Baxter robot. Our network predictions are
sharper than the flow baselines highlighting the consistency of the learned segmentation and transforms.
key area for improvement is in learning data associations,
which we currently provide as part of the training setup. A
first step towards this would be to formulate a loss function
based on Iterative Closest Point matching, which is able to
align close-by depth data. Another exciting direction is to
use the “No Penalty” version of SE3-NETS to model non-
rigid motion, exploring the use of strong regularization and
locality priors in the masks [33] to improve efficiency and
generalization. Other areas for future work include learning
multi-step recurrent SE3-NETS for sequential prediction, and
using SE3-NET models for closed-loop control.
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